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On the Regularity of Arithmetic Multiplicative
Functions. III

By J.-L. 1VAUCLAIRE*) and Leo MURATA**)

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. d. A., June 11, 1981)

We present some new results concerning multiplicative functions.
1. Statement of results. Theorem. Let f(n) be a multiplicative

arithmetic function. Suppose that there exists a positive non-
decreasing function g(x) such that

i) lim g(dx)/g(x)-h(d) exists for any d e N,

1ii) limsUPx -(x) <’ If(n+ l)- f(n)l-O.

a) If
iii) limsup 1

g(x) n<x’ f(n) >O’

then, f(n) is completely multiplicaive, and there exists 2>/-1 such
that ]f(n)]-n.

b) If
iii)’ lim 1 ]f(n)-MexistsandM=0,

g(x)

then there exists-1 such that f(n)--n.
2. Sketch of proo og the theorem. We deduce rom assump-

tions i)-iii) by partial summation that, for any d e N,

(*) , f(n)-- 1- <x’ f(n) o(g(x)).

We can prove easily from here that f(n):O or any n e N. In act,
or any prime p and any positive integer r, we have

f(p) Y, f (n)--(1--) l-- f(n)
n<xp-r )r nx
(n, p)

f(n) , f(n)-- f(n) + 1 , f(n) o(g(x)).
n<x r n<x n<x n<x
pr]n pr+ [n

On the other hand, condition iii) gives

1(1-1)@[lim sup- - Y, f(n)
g nx

and consequently f(pg-O for any p and any r. Then we can prove
the complete multiplicativity o f(n), by means o the same method as
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in [1]. Let q be an even positive integer, k an integer >2, and put
S(q)--q-+... +1. We obtain, similarly as in [1], that

l]m If(qO- f(q)l.lf(S(q))l g(x)- <. f(S(q)q) =0;

since f(S(q))O and

limsup 1 / f(S(q)qn)

=limsup11 , f(n)>O,
g(x) S(q)q

we get f(qO-f(q), and this implies f(PO--f(P) for any prime p and
any

I f(n) satisfies iii), hen so does If(n)l and his is a positive com-
pletely multiplicative uncion. Then the ormula (*) gives:

S(x) d f(d) g(x) S(x)
where S(x)--q,< If(n)l. Using the condition iii), we can prove from
here that 1/dlf(d)] is a positive non-decreasing multiplicative unction,
which gives a).

Now, since the condition iii)’ is a stronger assumption than iii),
f(n) is a completely multiplicative unction. Put

M(x) 1
g(x) n<xZ f(n),

then (*) gives

f(d).M(x) h(d) M(dx) t__o(1).d
From iii)’ follows now f(d)= h(d)/d. On the other hand, h(d) is clearly
a positive non-decreasing multiplicative unction. So h(d)-- d / or
some-1, and we get b).
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